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Alkali-metal vapor cells with antirelaxation coating �especially paraffin-coated cells� have been a central tool
in optical pumping and atomic spectroscopy experiments for 50 years. We have discovered a dramatic change
of the alkali-metal vapor density in a paraffin-coated cell upon application of an electric field to the cell. A
systematic experimental characterization of the phenomenon is carried out for electric fields ranging in strength
from 0–8 kV/cm for paraffin-coated cells containing rubidium and cells containing cesium. The typical re-
sponse of the vapor density to a rapid �duration �100 ms� change in electric field of sufficient magnitude
includes �a� a rapid �duration of �100 ms� and significant increase in alkali-metal vapor density followed by
�b� a less rapid �duration of �1 s� and significant decrease in vapor density �below the equilibrium vapor
density�, and then �c� a slow �duration of �100 s� recovery of the vapor density to its equilibrium value.
Measurements conducted after the alkali-metal vapor density has returned to its equilibrium value indicate
minimal change �at the level of �10%� in the relaxation rate of atomic polarization. Experiments suggest that
the phenomenon is related to an electric-field-induced modification of the paraffin coating.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable efforts have been undertaken over many
years to develop experimental techniques to reduce the re-
laxation rate of coherences between atomic states. Long-
lived atomic coherences enable precise measurements of
atomic properties, enhance nonlinear optical effects, and are
the key to ultraprecise atomic clocks and magnetometers.
One technique that has been particularly effective in preserv-
ing Zeeman and hyperfine coherences in alkali-metal atoms
has been to contain alkali-metal vapors in evacuated �buffer-
gas free� glass cells whose inner surfaces are coated with
paraffin �CnH2n+2, where in our work n�40–60�. Coating
the walls of a vapor cell with paraffin can reduce the spin
relaxation rate due to wall collisions by 4 orders of magni-
tude �1–4�. The narrow resonances ��1 Hz� that result have
been applied in sensitive magnetometry �3–10�, the study of
electromagnetically induced transparency and light propaga-

tion dynamics �11,12�, the study of high-order Zeeman co-
herences �13–15�, and tests of fundamental symmetries
�16–20�.

One important class of experiments to which paraffin-
coated alkali-metal vapor cells have not been widely applied
are those involving electric fields, in particular searches for
the parity and time-reversal violating permanent electric di-
pole moment �EDM� of the electron de. There were, in fact,
a series of experimental searches for the electron EDM
�16–18� carried out at the University of Washington using
alkali-metal atoms contained in paraffin-coated cells
during the 1960s and early 1970s that set a limit of
�de��1.6�10−23e cm �18�. These experiments were limited
by a systematic effect involving an alteration of the cell
properties due to application of the electric fields. Subse-
quent electron EDM searches using other methods have far
surpassed this level of sensitivity, with the latest effort em-
ploying a thallium atomic beam resulting in a limit of
�de��1.6�10−27e cm �21�. Nonetheless, recent develop-
ments indicated that an electron EDM search employing
paraffin-coated cells may, after all, be able to offer some
hope of competing with the latest generation of EDM experi-
ments. Combining state-of-the-art paraffin-coated cell tech-
nology �22� with the use of nonlinear optical rotation for
detection of spin precession �6–8�, and assuming that an
electric field of �10 kV /cm can be applied to cesium atoms
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contained in a paraffin-coated cell, one obtains an estimate
for the shot-noise-limited statistical sensitivity of such an
experiment to the electron EDM of ��de��10−26e cm /�Hz
�23� �taking into account the factor of 120 enhancement of
the Cs EDM relative to the electron EDM �24–27��. Moti-
vated by this possibility, we initiated a study of the applica-
tion of electric fields to paraffin-coated cells.

Unexpectedly, we discovered a dramatic effect of the
electric field on the alkali-metal vapor density in paraffin-
coated cells �19�. For sufficiently large electric fields, when
the electric-field magnitude was altered or if its polarity was
reversed, we observed a significant and rapid �time scale
�100 ms� increase in the alkali-metal vapor density, then a
significant and rapid �time scale �1 s� decrease in the vapor
density �well below the initial equilibrium density�, followed
by a relatively slow �time scale on the order of 100 s� return
to roughly the initial vapor density. Experiments performed
with uncoated vapor cells showed no such effects, so the
behavior is attributed to the paraffin coating.

In this paper we report on a series of experiments per-
formed to characterize this phenomenon and study its depen-
dence on electric-field magnitude, cell temperature, and cell
history. This paper combines complementary sets of data
taken using different experimental setups, procedures, geom-
etries, cells, and atoms at three different institutions: Califor-
nia State University—East Bay �CSU-EB�, the Raman Re-
search Institute �RRI�, and the University of California at
Berkeley �UCB�. We will begin by describing the experimen-
tal setups and the data acquired at each of the institutions,
and then discuss possible interpretations of the results and
physical mechanisms for the phenomenon. We demonstrate
that the most important property of the paraffin-coated cell,
its ability to significantly reduce the relaxation rate of
ground-state atomic coherences, is largely unaffected by the
application of electric fields. The phenomenon can be de-
scribed using a rate equation model introduced previously
�22� to understand the phenomenon of light-induced atomic
desorption �LIAD� from paraffin.

Although electric-field-induced density changes have
been observed in several different paraffin-coated cells and
all paraffin-coated cells tested, it is possible that there may
be cell-to-cell variation. Note that it is possible that details of
the effect depend on the cell preparation procedure, which
for the cells employed in the described experiments is dis-
cussed in Ref. �22�.

II. EXPERIMENTS WITH CESIUM

A. Experimental setup

The setup for the experiments carried out at CSU-EB is
shown in Fig. 1. The paraffin-coated cells used in these ex-
periments were 3-cm tall, 6-cm diameter cylinders with a
single stem containing a droplet of Cs metal. The cells were
evacuated to �10−5 Torr at the time of manufacturing and
do not contain any buffer gas. The Cs vapor density was
monitored by measuring absorption spectra of light resonant
with the D2 �852 nm� line. The light was generated by a
vertical-cavity surface emitting laser �VCSEL� and the light
frequency was scanned over 10 GHz to cover the entire hy-

perfine structure by modulating the current of the VCSEL
with a triangular waveform. The intensity of the light was
maintained below �10 �W /cm2 with use of neutral density
filters in order to minimize distortion of the lineshape due to
optical pumping �optical pumping effects can be important
even at low light powers in paraffin-coated cells because of
the long lifetime of ground-state coherences�. Transmitted
light power was detected by a photodiode fitted with an in-
terference filter �peak transmission at 850 nm with a 10 nm
bandpass� to reduce background noise from stray light. The
photodiode was connected to a current preamplifier and the
output was recorded by a digital oscilloscope. Every 5 s an
oscilloscope trace was transferred to a computer where the
data were fit in real time to an absorption spectrum based on
the Voigt profile in order to extract the Cs vapor density.

The paraffin-coated cell was mounted inside the copper
electrode assembly shown in Fig. 2. The power supply can
reverse polarity with a roughly 1 s time constant. Voltages of
up to 15 kV were applied to the high voltage electrode with-
out any evidence of breakdown. Leakage current between the
plates was monitored with a precision ammeter connected in
series across the path to the ground of the power supply, and
within the sensitivity of our instrument �10 pA� we found no
evidence of leakage current through the cell. Experiments
reported previously �28� used electro-optic effects to verify
that the applied electric field was present inside the volume
of the cell with the correct magnitude �measurement accu-
racy was within a factor of 2�. The temperature of the cell
was controlled by blowing heated or cooled air into the elec-
trode assembly through the port for temperature control �see
Fig. 2�. In some experiments, we also independently con-
trolled the temperature of the cell stem by blowing heated or
cooled air directly onto the stem while the rest of the cell
remained at room temperature ��20 °C�. The external flat
faces of the cell were coated with silver paint and a thin layer
of conductive silicone �Cho-Bond 1038� was affixed to the
surfaces of the electrode plates to ensure good electrical con-

FIG. 1. Schematic of setup for experiments with cesium atoms
contained in paraffin-coated cells at California State University–
East Bay �CSU-EB�. HV—high voltage output of power
supply, NDF—neutral density filter, IF—interference filter,
PD—photodiode.
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tact between the plates and the outer surface of the cell. Two
different cells of nearly identical geometry manufactured at
the same time were employed in these experiments, with
nearly identical results. During the experiments, the labora-
tory magnetic field was uncontrolled, and has since been
measured to be of typical magnitude 0.4 G. During the ex-
periments, the orientation of the setup was changed from
time-to-time relative to the laboratory magnetic field with no
noticeable change in the experimental results.

Note that the dc Stark shift of the optical transition fre-
quency does not affect the determination of vapor density in
the present scheme since we fit the entire Doppler-broadened
absorption spectrum. Furthermore, even at the highest
electric-field magnitudes, the dc Stark shift of the optical
transition frequency ��10 MHz, see Refs. �29,30�� is a
small fraction of the Doppler width ��400 MHz�.

B. Observations

The basic character of the Cs vapor density variation with
application of time-dependent electric fields to the paraffin-
coated cell is shown in Fig. 3. When the electric-field polar-
ity is switched, at first there is a rapid increase in Cs vapor
density with a time scale of �1 s, which we term the “burst”
of Cs vapor density. Although the speed of the data acquisi-
tion in the experimental setup at CSU-EB was too slow to
reliably capture the details of the Cs vapor burst, the experi-
ments conducted at RRI with Rb are able to probe these
relatively fast dynamics, so we defer detailed discussion of
the burst until later. We observed burst amplitudes of more
than twice the initial equilibrium vapor density at the highest
electric fields used �5 kV/m�.

After the short-lived burst of Cs atoms, the vapor density
rapidly declines far below the initial equilibrium vapor den-

sity �we term this the “drop” in Cs density�, and then recov-
ers relatively slowly �time scale �100 s�. Note that for the
data shown in Fig. 3, the density does not fully recover to the
equilibrium value n0 �dashed line� prior to the switching of
the field polarity. This general decline of the equilibrium
vapor density was consistently observed as the field polarity
was repeatedly switched. Full recovery could take up to over
1 h, as will be discussed in some detail below. Due to the
limitations of our present data acquisition system, the experi-
ments at CSU-EB focused primarily on the character of the
drop in Cs vapor density.

It is also of interest to note that, as has been commonly
observed in paraffin-coated alkali-metal vapor cells �see, for
example, Refs. �2,22,31–33��, the equilibrium Cs vapor den-
sity prior to application of the electric field in both cells at
room temperature �20 °C� was �50% lower than the satu-
rated vapor density for Cs of �3.0�1010 cm−3 �34�. This
suppression of the alkali-metal vapor densities has generally
been attributed to the continuous adsorption of atoms into the
paraffin coating �2,31–33�. There is direct evidence that
alkali-metal atoms become trapped in the paraffin coating
from experiments in which light is used to desorb alkali-
metal atoms from the coating �a phenomenon known as
LIAD; see Refs. �22,35–37� for a discussion of LIAD from
paraffin-coated surfaces�.

Figure 4 shows the time dependence of the Cs vapor den-
sity in the paraffin-coated cell as the field polarity was re-
peatedly switched for different magnitudes of the electric
field. For this set of data, a sequence of polarity reversals
was first performed at 1 kV/cm, then the field magnitude was
subsequently increased in steps of 1 kV/cm and the proce-
dure repeated. The plots shown in Fig. 4 are in sequential

FIG. 2. Design of high voltage electrode assembly for the ex-
periment. Cylindrical box is made of copper, rounded edges are
used on surfaces near the high voltage electrode to minimize pos-
sibility of discharge. Insulating support for the high voltage plate is
manufactured from G10 plastic.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Cesium density as a function of time
�upper plot, data points connected with line� with electric field of 4
kV/cm magnitude applied �lower plot�. The polarity of the electric
field is switched at t=100 s. Dashed line indicates average equilib-
rium density n0 prior to field reversal. Temperature of the cell and
stem are �20 °C. Density data acquired every 5 s, extracted from a
fit to the Cs D2 absorption spectrum. Data acquisition is too slow to
show the detailed dynamics of the rapid increase and decrease in
vapor density as the polarity is switched, although subsequent ex-
periments at RRI using a different method of data acquisition are
able to investigate these dynamics. Fluctuations in the value of n
are due to frequency jitter of the VCSEL during scans through the
absorption spectrum, which degrades the quality of the fits.
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order from top to bottom, so that the electric field in each
plot begins at the value where the field ends in the plot
above. In addition to the systematic drop in density upon
polarity reversals for fields above 2 kV/cm, one can also
observe similar, but slightly smaller, changes in the Cs vapor
density at the start of each sequence when the electric-field
magnitude was changed. A general decline in the equilibrium
Cs vapor density n0 prior to a particular polarity reversal can
be seen as the experimental run continues �especially pro-
nounced for the data at E= �4 kV /cm�, indicating that the
cell did not fully recover to its initial state between polarity
reversals. Nonetheless, the properties of the drop can be
characterized in terms of the change in vapor density �n
from its value n0 before a polarity reversal to after the rever-
sal, as well as the fractional change in density �n /n0. Al-
though data acquisition is too slow to reliably capture the
brief but significant increase �burst� in atomic density when
the field is switched, the burst is captured at t=1275 s for
the 2 kV/cm data and at t=500 s for the 4 kV/cm data.

One readily apparent feature of the phenomenon revealed
by these measurements is the increase in the amplitude of the
drop �n as the magnitude of the field is increased. In par-
ticular it is of interest to note that at 1 kV/cm there is mini-
mal change in Cs vapor density, whereas a significant drop is
observed for polarity reversals at 2 kV/cm, possibly indicat-
ing a threshold for the effect, or at least a nonlinear increase
in the effect for electric-field magnitudes between 0–2 kV/
cm. Figure 5 shows the drop in density �n due to polarity
reversals as a function of electric-field magnitude for differ-
ent cell temperatures. The values for �n shown in Fig. 5 are
calculated from the difference between the average of 30 s of
data prior to a polarity reversal and the average of 5 s of data
�two points� after a reversal, and each point in Fig. 5 repre-
sents the average of five polarity reversals. For each set of
data, the electric field is sequentially increased from low to
high value during the experiment. It is of interest to note that
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Cesium density as a function of time
�upper plots in each graph� with electric field of 1, 2, 3, and 4
kV/cm magnitude applied, polarity switched every 250 s �lower
plots in each graph�. The cell temperature was 20 °C.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Average maximum decrease in Cs vapor
density ��n� when field polarity is switched as a function of
electric-field magnitude for different cell temperatures. Electric-
field magnitude starts at zero and is increased sequentially in steps
of 1 kV/cm. There was a 30 min delay between changes in field
magnitude, and data at different temperatures were taken on differ-
ent days.
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although the initial equilibrium Cs vapor density prior to
application of the electric field changes by a factor of 3 be-
tween the lowest temperature and the highest temperature
studied, �n is nearly the same for all the studied tempera-
tures. Also, it is important to note that at the highest electric-
field magnitudes, �n is approaching the initial density in the
cell ��n /n0 is approaching 1, a 100% drop in density�, so the
linear trend observed in the data cannot continue for signifi-
cantly higher electric-field magnitudes.

We also performed experiments in which the stem of the
cell was locally heated �up to 30 °C� while the rest of the
cell was maintained at a temperature of 20 °C, which gave
nearly the same results for �n as experiments in which the
entire cell was heated. Heating the stem of the cell produced
approximately the same vapor density in the cell as heating
the whole cell, a consequence of the equilibrium reached
between the alkali-metal atoms from the stem and relatively
slow and continuous adsorption of alkali-metal atoms into
the paraffin coating, observed in several previous studies
�22,31–33�. �It is generally inadvisable to overheat the stem
relative to the cell volume for extended periods of time, as
this has been observed to degrade the relaxation properties of
the paraffin coating by creating alkali-metal deposits on the
inner surface of the cell that act as relaxation sites �2�. In our
case, the stem was heated by no more than 10 °C for only a
few hours and there was no evidence of coating degradation
after the experiment.� The invariance of �n with respect to
the alkali-metal vapor density and the temperature of the cell
suggest that the physical origin of the phenomenon is related
to some property of the paraffin coating that is independent
of both experimental parameters over the studied range.

In addition, we analyzed the time constant for recovery
from the drop of Cs vapor density �taken to be the time for
density to reach n0−�n /2 after a polarity reversal� as a func-
tion of all the varied experimental parameters: electric-field
magnitude, cell temperature �Cs vapor density�, etc. No sta-
tistically significant dependence of the time constant on any
of the parameters was found. �Attempts to fit the time-
dependent vapor density revealed that there were multiple
exponentials involved in the recovery, and without a reliable
theory of the effect it was difficult to extract reasonable,
linearly independent fit parameters from the data.�

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the maximum frac-
tional decrease in Cs vapor density ��n /n0� upon electric-
field-polarity reversal as a function of the field magnitude for
two experimental runs. In the first run, the experiment began
at low electric-field magnitude and the magnitude was sub-
sequently increased in steps of 1 kV/cm, with 30 min delays
between changes in field magnitude. In the second run, data
were taken sequentially starting at 5 kV/cm and subsequently
decreasing the field magnitude. We observed a “hysteresis”
effect in the fractional density change: the threshold for the
appearance of the density drop is moved to a higher field
magnitude for the run for which field magnitude was sequen-
tially decreased. This indicates that the effect is not merely
related to the electric-field magnitude, but also depends on
the recent history of the cell. A cell exposed to high electric
field prior to a measurement exhibits a different response as
compared to a cell that had no prior electric field applied.

To further elucidate this behavior, we performed the fol-
lowing experiment �the resulting data are shown in Fig. 7�.

We subjected a cell to a single polarity reversal with a field
magnitude of 5 kV/cm as shown in the lower part of the plots
of Fig. 7. We then left the cell in zero field for a length of
time T. After this time, we subjected the cell to a series of
field reversals of magnitude 2 kV/cm. For delay times
T�5000 s, a drop in density is observed only for the first
polarity reversal. After this there is no significant change in
density. However, for delay times T	5000 s, the usual drop
in density is observed for every polarity reversal. This indi-
cates a paraffin-coated cell can, for a time, be “conditioned”
to allow field reversals without the usual drop in density, at
least for electric-field magnitudes in the neighborhood of the
threshold field magnitude of �2 kV /cm. This technique of
preconditioning offers a possibility of conducting electric-
field-related experiments with paraffin-coated cells while
maintaining a relatively constant alkali-metal vapor density.

III. EXPERIMENTS WITH RUBIDIUM

The experiments discussed above provoke the questions
of whether the observed effects are specific to cesium atoms
or even whether the phenomenon is specific to the particular
paraffin-coated vapor cells used. Although there are estab-
lished techniques to reliably produce high-quality paraffin-
coated cells, there can be variations in the properties of
paraffin-coated cells linked to details of their preparation and
history. For example, in some cells needlelike alkali-metal
crystals of lengths up to 3 mm have been observed to grow
from the paraffin coating �38� �no such needles have been
observed in the cells used in the present study�. Therefore it
is of interest to study the application of electric fields to other
paraffin-coated cells containing different atoms and using
different experimental procedures to assess the generality of
the phenomenon of electric-field-induced density changes.
Such experiments were carried out at RRI with a paraffin-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Average maximum fractional decrease in
Cs vapor density ��n /n0� when field polarity is switched as a func-
tion of electric-field magnitude for the case where the electric-field
magnitude is successively increased �filled circles� and the case
where the electric-field magnitude is successively decreased �hol-
low circles�. Data taken at T=20 °C, with a 30 min delay between
changes in field magnitude.
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coated rubidium vapor cell �containing an isotopically en-
riched sample of 85Rb� of similar size and shape as the cells
used in the experiments with Cs at CSU-EB. Since the alkali-
metal atoms used, the electric-field-plate geometry em-
ployed, and the details of the experimental method all differ
from the experiments with Cs carried out at CSU-EB, the
two sets of experiments offer independent measurements of
the effect. Indeed an electric-field-induced change in the
alkali-metal vapor density, qualitatively similar to the
CSU-EB results discussed above, was observed in the Rb
cells. Furthermore, the experimental approach at RRI en-
abled reliable measurement of the alkali-metal atom “burst”
occurring at the outset of an abrupt change in the electric-
field magnitude, allowing additional details of the effect to
be studied.

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup for the RRI measurements is
shown in Fig. 8. The paraffin-coated Rb cell has a cylindrical
geometry: the cell is 3.2 cm tall and 6.0 cm in diameter. The
electric field across the cell is applied by two parallel plates
of dimension 10.0 cm�15.0 cm held apart by 3.4 cm. The
cell is placed symmetrically between the parallel plates, and
Teflon spacers prevent its direct contact with the electrodes
�which is in contrast to the Cs experiments at CSU-EB where
the electrodes were in direct contact with the cell�. According
to computer modeling of the electric-field-plate geometry,
the electric-field inhomogeneity across the volume occupied
by the cell is expected to be less than 7%. The Rb-containing
stem of the cell is symmetrically situated between the plates.
The lower plate is held at ground potential throughout the
experiment while the upper plate takes on positive values of
potential when the electric field is on.

An extended-cavity diode laser �ECDL� generating light
at 780 nm near-resonant with the Rb D2 line was used to
probe the vapor density of Rb in the cell. The grating of the
ECDL was scanned with a triangular waveform at a rate of
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Cesium density as a function of time
�upper plots in each graph�. Applied electric field is shown in the
lower plots in each graph. Temperature of cell is �21 °C. In this

experiment, the electric-field polarity was switched at �E� �
=5 kV /cm, and then the electric field was turned off for various
intervals. After this delay the field polarity was switched several

times at �E� �=2 kV /cm.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Schematic diagram indicating the side
view of the experimental arrangement for the Rb measurements.
The insulating material is Teflon and all screws are Nylon. The
beam path through the cell is indicated by the bold line. The stem of
the cell is located at the far side of the cell in this view and is
roughly parallel to the electric-field plates.
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approximately 8 Hz over the Doppler width of the
F=3→F� components of the D2 line of 85Rb, resulting in
approximately 16 absorption cycles per second. Due to hys-
teresis of the ECDL grating’s piezoelement as a function of
voltage, only one slope was sampled in the measurement for
consistency. This restricts the time resolution of the experi-
ment to �130 ms �a factor of �50 improvement over the
time resolution of the Cs experiments at CSU-EB�. To moni-
tor the power and detuning of the laser light, the laser beam
is split into two separate beams, a reference beam and a
probe beam. The reference beam passes through an uncoated
7.5-cm-long cell containing Rb with natural isotopic abun-
dance. The transmitted light intensity is recorded. The probe
traverses the paraffin-coated Rb cell along the diameter of
the circle in the cross section of the cylinder. Both the probe
and reference absorption measurements are done in double
pass to enhance sensitivity to changes in vapor density. The
light power was sufficiently low for both reference and probe
beams so that there was no saturation of the transitions;
therefore the transmission measurements can be analyzed in
the linear absorption regime.

Changes in absorption are measured by recording the
probe beam transmission signal from which the percent ab-
sorption is determined. Both reference and probe signals
from the respective photodiodes are recorded simultaneously
on two independent channels of a digital oscilloscope for a
duration of 10 s �the reference signal is recorded primarily to
correct for drifts in laser detuning�. The signal analyzed in
these measurements is the time dependence of the fractional
absorption of the probe normalized by the fractional absorp-
tion of the reference at the center of the Doppler-broadened
F=3→F� D2 resonance. The Rb vapor density in the
reference cell corresponds to the saturated vapor pressure
�for these experiments the room temperature was �21 °C
corresponding to a saturated vapor density of
5�109 atoms /cm3�, and thus from the ratio of these signals
the vapor density in the paraffin-coated cell can be estimated
assuming linear absorption. The initial 85Rb vapor density in
the paraffin-coated cell was found from this analysis to be
2�109 atoms /cm3, more than a factor of 2 smaller than the
vapor density in the uncoated cell.

The time sequence of the measurement is as follows. The
voltage required to produce the desired electric field between
the plates is first preset, but not applied to the plates. The
oscilloscope is then triggered to acquire the transmission sig-
nals. This gives the zero-field absorption spectra. Approxi-
mately 1 s into acquisition, the voltage to the electric field
plates is turned on. Changes in absorption are recorded for
the rest of the 10 s, while the electric field is maintained at a
constant level across the cell. 80 s to several minutes later the
oscilloscope is triggered again. The first second of the acqui-
sition occurs while the electric field is still at its previous
level, to establish the steady-state absorption level in the
presence of the electric field. Approximately 1 s into acqui-
sition, the voltage to the electric-field plates is switched off
and the transient response of the absorption is recorded for
the remainder of the 10 s. Following this the next value of
electric field is set and the measurements are repeated in the
same manner with a delay of 90 min in between the mea-
surements to allow for cell recovery �see Figs. 6 and 7 and
surrounding discussion�.

B. Observations

We first discuss a representative case of how the Rb vapor
density in the paraffin-coated Rb vapor cell varies in time as
the electric field applied to the paraffin-coated cell is turned
on and off. Figure 9 shows the time-dependent Rb vapor
density when an electric field of 4.4 kV/cm is applied across
the paraffin-coated Rb cell: the upper plot shows the full
time sequence, the middle plot focuses on the vapor density
as the high voltage is turned on, and the lower plot shows the
vapor density when the high voltage is turned off.

In the middle plot of Fig. 9, the initial value is the steady-
state value in the absence of the electric field. The sudden
rise in vapor density �the “burst”� follows immediately �time
scale �100 ms� after the high voltage to the electric-field
plates is turned on. Following this, while the electric field is
held at a constant value, the absorption declines �with a time
constant of �1 s� falling below the zero-field value �the
“drop”� and then gradually returns to the zero-field value of
absorption. This behavior is qualitatively similar to the ob-
servations reported in Sec. II for the paraffin-coated Cs cell
when the polarity is switched, although the recovery time for
the drop is considerably faster �5–10 times�. Also due to the
superior time resolution of these experiments, the burst is
clearly and consistently observed in the data.

Once the time-dependent absorption signal has settled
again to a steady-state value �after between 80–120 s�, the
dynamics of the Rb vapor density when the electric field is
switched off can be measured �Fig. 9, lower plot�. A burst
and drop in Rb density, measured through the absorption
signal, are again observed when the electric field is switched
off just as when it is switched on, although the amplitude and
time constants are rather different. Upon switching the elec-
tric field off, the absorption increases gradually, peaking a
little under 2 s after the switching of the field �note the fall
time for the high voltage supply is �170 ms, much shorter
than the observed time scale�. Following this there is a
gradual decline in the vapor density to below the initial equi-
librium value, where a minimum is encountered. From here
the absorption increases slowly again to its equilibrium
value. Consistent with the earliest observations of such ef-
fects �19�, the burst and drop in vapor density is considerably
larger for the field turning on as compared to the field turning
off.

The long-term experimental trend is that the equilibrium
number density is the same, with or without the electric field
and this is fully recovered on a time scale �several minutes�
significantly longer than the transients recorded above. A
similar set of experiments performed with an uncoated
alkali-metal vapor cell resulted in no detectable change in
absorption upon the turning on or off of the electric field.
This again clearly indicates that the phenomenon relates to
the paraffin coating.

The time-dependent absorption signals were recorded at
several values of applied electric field across the cell. The
range of electric field magnitudes in this experiment was
from zero to 7.3 kV/cm. To track the systematic behavior of
the Rb vapor density dynamics as a function of the applied
electric field, we plot the amplitude �n of the burst and drop
in Rb vapor density for both the “ON” and “OFF” cycles.
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Below electric fields of 1.6 kV/cm, no statistically significant
changes in Rb vapor density were observed. Above electric
fields of 1.6 kV/cm, the peak absorption �and hence the peak
Rb atomic density� during the burst tends to increase for the
ON cycle �Fig. 10, upper plot�. Correspondingly, the magni-
tude of the drop increases as well �Fig. 10, lower plot�, al-
though it should be noted that the drop �n is significantly
smaller than the burst �n �please note that the vertical scales
of the upper and lower plots of Fig. 10 differ by a factor of
50�. While the burst �n appears to keep increasing as a func-
tion of increasing electric field above the threshold field
magnitude, the drop �n appears to stabilize above electric
fields of 5 kV/cm. In the OFF cycle �Fig. 11�, the threshold
for detectable changes in absorption shifts to higher values of
electric fields as compared to the threshold values for the ON
cycle. The error bars in the peak and minimum absorption
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Upper plot shows the time-dependent Rb
vapor density in a paraffin-coated cell upon the sudden application
of a 4.4 kV/cm electric field across it at time t=0 s and sudden
switching off of the field at t=300 s. The middle plot shows the
data from the upper plot for the time-dependent Rb density during
the turning on of the 4.4 kV/cm field with an expanded time scale,
and the lower plot shows the vapor density during the turning off of
the field with an expanded time scale. The dashed horizontal lines
represent the equilibrium vapor density in the cell at zero field. The
time interval between successive data points is �130 ms. The rise
time of the high voltage power supply for the electric field is
�70 ms and the fall time is �170 ms, comparable with the data
acquisition rate. The vapor density is calculated from the raw data
by taking the natural log of the fractional light transmission signal
and comparing with a calculation assuming linear absorption. The
absolute density level is accurate to within a factor of 2, whereas
the relative density level is accurate at the few percent level.

FIG. 10. Increase �upper plot� and decrease �lower plot� in the
Rb vapor density in a paraffin-coated cell during the burst and drop
of Rb vapor density, respectively, after the electric field is turned on
as a function of applied electric-field magnitude. Note that the ver-
tical scales of the two plots are different by a factor of 50. At
approximately 1.6 kV/cm a threshold for the effect is observed.
Note that two data points, one at �2.1 kV /cm and the other at
�6.0 kV /cm lie outside the trend, and these outliers did not repro-
duce in subsequent experiments. These outliers are characteristic of
the repeatability of the measurements.
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signal plots �Figs. 10 and 11� are statistical and are deter-
mined by shot-to-shot differences in the absorption ampli-
tudes as well as fluctuation in the intrashot absorption. Of
these error estimates the electric-field-ON burst is the most
imprecise as the response time for this effect is obviously
shorter than the sampling time of the measurement �see up-
per plot of Fig. 9�. This makes this measurement more sus-
ceptible to errors that are difficult to quantify. As all other
response times are longer than the sampling rate, these have
a more reliable error estimate.

Note that the amplitude of the vapor density drop at a
field magnitude of �5 kV /cm for Rb �lower plots of Figs.
10 and 11� is �109 atoms /cm3, whereas for Cs the observed
vapor density drop at �5 kV /cm is �1010 atoms /cm3 �Fig.

5�. This difference is near the difference in the initial vapor
densities of the two species at room temperature. However,
note that changing the vapor pressure of the alkali-metal
atom in the cell through temporary heating appeared not to
significantly alter the �n observed in the drop �Fig. 5�.

The time constants for the various observed time-
dependent absorption signals are independent of the value of
the applied electric field magnitude once the respective
thresholds are crossed, agreeing with the observations in Cs
vapor cells discussed in Sec. II.

Other experimental checks verified that the Rb vapor den-
sity changed also in the case when the electric field is slowly
increased over a few seconds �the field magnitude is dialed
up by hand� as opposed to the sudden switching of the elec-
tric field. In these measurements the threshold effect de-
scribed above is also clearly evident at about the same mag-
nitude of �2 kV /cm; however, the amplitude �n of the
burst and drop were affected by the switching time. Moving
the cell around in the electric-field region so that effects due
to local inhomogeneities are brought out show no significant
differences as compared to the reported results. In addition
flipping the cell by 180° with respect to the electric-field
direction also shows no deviations from the reported mea-
surements.

IV. EFFECT OF ELECTRIC FIELD ON RELAXATION
OF ATOMIC POLARIZATION

An important question is whether the application of elec-
tric fields to paraffin-coated cells affects the relaxation of
atomic polarization, since this is the primary reason to em-
ploy the paraffin-coated cells in experiments. Another
equally important question is whether or not there is a sys-
tematic shift of ground-state Zeeman resonances associated
with the observed phenomenon, since Zeeman resonance fre-
quencies are the commonly measured quantities in funda-
mental symmetry tests and electromagnetic field measure-
ments. To investigate both the dependence of the relaxation
rate and any Zeeman sublevel shifts associated with the elec-
tric fields, we employed the technique of nonlinear magneto-
optical rotation �NMOR� using the apparatus described in
Refs. �6,7� at the University of California at Berkeley
�UCB�.

Yet a different cylindrical paraffin-coated cell, this one
2-cm tall and 6 cm in diameter, containing both Rb and Cs,
was employed in these measurements. The vapor density of
Rb and Cs in the cell displayed time-dependent behavior
similar to that reported in Secs. II and III upon turning on
and off and switching the polarity of an applied electric field
�19�.

The cell was placed in the electric-field-plate apparatus
shown in Fig. 2, and the electric-field-plate apparatus and
cell were subsequently placed at the center of a four-layer
ferromagnetic shield system with accompanying trim coils
�described in Ref. �6��. The apparatus was at room tempera-
ture �T�20 °C�. Nonlinear magneto-optical resonances
were observed using linearly polarized light from an
external-cavity diode laser system, tuned to the high-
frequency wing of the 85Rb F=3→F� components of the D2

FIG. 11. Increase �upper plot� and decrease �lower plot� in the
Rb vapor density in a paraffin-coated cell during the burst and drop
of Rb vapor density, respectively, after the electric field is turned off
as a function of applied electric-field magnitude. The threshold for
electric-field-induced Rb vapor density changes is at �2.3 kV /cm,
below which no effect is seen and above this value a steady increase
is observed. Note that the burst amplitude for the field turning off is
significantly smaller than that for the field turning on �Fig. 10, up-
per plot�, and to clearly observe the threshold an inset with ex-
panded vertical scale is included in the upper plot. The amplitudes
of the drop in Rb density is within a factor of 2 of those observed
for the turning on of the electric field throughout the data, and at
high field magnitudes they are nearly equal.
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line. The incident light power was �3.6 �W and the laser
beam diameter was �1 mm. The direction of light propaga-
tion was along the axis of the electric field �z�, and magnetic
fields transverse to the light propagation direction were can-
celed with the trim coils to an accuracy of better than
0.1 �G. The magnetic field along z was scanned, and the
output polarization of the light was measured using modula-
tion polarimetry �see, for example, �6,7��. The resultant
NMOR signals as a function of longitudinal magnetic field B
can be fit with the function �see, for example, �39��


�B� = �
�2gF�0B/�rel�

1 + �2gF�0B/�rel�2 , �1�

where � is the amplitude of the NMOR resonance �in general
a function of vapor density, light power and detuning, etc.�,
gF is the Landé g factor, �0 is the Bohr magneton, and �rel is
the relaxation rate of atomic polarization in the cell. An ex-
ample of typical data and the corresponding fit is shown in
the inset of Fig. 12, where from the fit of the NMOR reso-
nance �rel was determined to be �5 Hz.

Both the NMOR resonance width �Fig. 12� and the value
of the applied magnetic field B along z corresponding to zero
field for the NMOR resonance �Fig. 13� were recorded as
electric fields of various magnitudes were turned on and off
�similar to the experimental procedure described in Sec. III�.
The NMOR resonances were measured only after the vapor
density had returned to near its equilibrium, zero-field value.

In general, at the level of sensitivity of these measure-
ments, there is no statistically significant difference in the
relaxation rates or shift of the zero-field resonance between
measurements taken with the electric field on and those taken
with the electric field off. Thus one can conclude there is no
catastrophic effect of the electric field on the properties of
the paraffin coating essential for preservation of ground-state

atomic polarization, and it may still be possible to use such
cells for precision measurements involving electric fields. In-
deed, the earlier electric dipole moment searches with
paraffin-coated cells �16–18� and more recent experiments
searching for the electric dipole moment of mercury employ-
ing cells with paraffin coating �40� support this finding. On
the other hand, there does appear to be a statistically signifi-
cant trend of increasing relaxation rate for measurements
with the electric field both on and off �Fig. 12� as the field
magnitude is increased. The electric-field magnitude was in-
creased sequentially in time during the measurement, so this
could be a slight overall degradation of the cell’s relaxation
properties during the experiment, although there is insuffi-
cient data to conclude whether or not this degradation is
electric-field related. However, it should be noted that all the
cited electric dipole moment experiments �16–18,40� have
observed degradation of the paraffin-coated cells during the
experiments, which may be related to the effects discussed
here. Future experiments will address these issues in more
depth.

V. INTERPRETATION

A. Overview of observations

The results of the experiments suggest that the observed
electric-field-induced change in alkali-metal vapor density in
paraffin-coated cells is related to an electric-field-induced al-
teration of the properties of the paraffin coating. Since the
electric-field-induced changes in Rb and Cs vapor density
are observed in paraffin-coated cells but not in uncoated
cells, the effect must be related to the presence of the paraffin
coating. Furthermore, the time scales associated with the re-
covery of the cell to its initial character after application of
an electric field �Fig. 7� are too long to be associated with a
purely gas-phase interaction—there must be some relatively
long-term modification of the paraffin.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Relaxation rate of 85Rb polarization in
paraffin-coated cell with electric fields of various magnitudes on
and off. Relaxation rate is based on the width of nonlinear magneto-
optical rotation resonances. Data are acquired after switching elec-
tric field and waiting for vapor density to reach equilibrium
��100 s�. Inset shows typical NMOR resonance data used to ex-
tract the relaxation rate �rel from a fit of the data to Eq. �1�.

FIG. 13. �Color online� Shift of the zero-field nonlinear
magneto-optical rotation resonance for 85Rb F=3→F� components
of the D2 line with electric fields of various magnitudes applied to
the paraffin-coated cell. Data are acquired after switching electric
field and waiting for vapor density to reach equilibrium ��100 s�.
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A striking characteristic of both the burst and the drop in
alkali-metal vapor density induced by the electric field is the
characteristic “threshold” for the effect �or, at least, a nonlin-
ear dependence on electric field magnitude of the amplitude
of the burst and drop in vapor density in the �0–2 kV /cm
range�. Figures 4–6, 10, and 11 demonstrate that significant
changes in alkali-metal vapor density only occur for field
magnitudes above 1.6–2.2 kV/cm. Note that the experiments
demonstrate that the threshold is essentially independent of
temperature �in the range 15 °C–25 °C�, alkali-metal vapor
density �in the range 7�109–3�1010 atoms /cm3�, and spe-
cies of alkali-metal atom �the threshold is similar for both Rb
and Cs�. The electric-field-magnitude threshold is evident for
both the burst and drop in alkali-metal vapor density �Figs.
10 and 11�. The accumulated evidence indicates that the
electric-field-induced change in alkali-metal vapor density is
caused by an alteration of the paraffin coating by the electric
field, an alteration which has little to do with the density of
alkali-metal atoms in the cell.

Perhaps the effect is due to a physical restructuring of the
arrangement of paraffin molecules in the coating by the elec-
tric field. In the absence of an electric field, the paraffin
molecules �CnH2n+2, where n�40–60� are attracted to one
another by van der Waals forces and form a tangled web on
the glass surface. Although rough estimates based on the
surface tension and polarizability of paraffin �34,41� suggest
that physical alteration of the paraffin coating is minimal
over the studied range of electric field magnitudes, it may be
possible that a small subset of weakly bound paraffin mol-
ecules begin to alter their configuration as the field magni-
tudes exceed the threshold value.

But why would a physical restructuring of the paraffin
coating affect the vapor density in the cell? Experiments us-
ing light to desorb alkali-metal atoms from paraffin coatings
�22,35–37� have demonstrated that in paraffin-coated vapor
cells a relatively large population of alkali-metal atoms are
adsorbed into the paraffin coating and are weakly bound to
the paraffin molecules. If the electric field physically restruc-
tures the coating, atoms previously trapped in the coating can
be released, causing the burst in vapor density, and new bind-
ing sites for alkali-metal atoms can be created, leading to the
subsequent drop in vapor density.

In addition to the various lengths of the paraffin mol-
ecules, for which the surface tension and polarizabilities will
be different, it is likely that there is considerable variation in
binding energy of paraffin molecules due to their different
locations and arrangements in the coating. Thus it would
seem plausible that once the threshold field magnitude is
crossed, as the field magnitude is further increased a greater
number of paraffin molecules will be reoriented when the
field is changed. This offers an explanation for why the am-
plitude of the vapor density change increases as the field
magnitude is increased past the threshold: larger electric field
magnitudes lead to more reoriented paraffin molecules,
which in turn leads to more alkali-metal atoms released from
old binding sites and more new binding sites opening up.

In further support of this crude model, we note that the
amplitude �n of the electric-field-induced drop in vapor den-
sity is independent of the initial vapor density �Fig. 5�. This
is consistent with the appearance of new binding sites in the

paraffin coating, the number of which is unrelated to the
equilibrium vapor density.

Lastly, the curious hysteresis behavior shown in Figs. 6
and 7 is indicative of a physical restructuring of the paraffin
coating that persists even once the electric field is set to zero,
with a very slow relaxation back to a configuration similar to
its initial configuration. It has been observed �42� that paraf-
fin can exhibit electret behavior, persistent polarization even
in zero electric field. The hysteresis effects observed could
be connected to such persistent “electret” polarization.

This mechanism of restructuring paraffin with electric
fields resulting in creation and passivation of binding sites
for alkali-metal atomic vapor offers a consistent mechanism
for the effects seen with both the dipolar and the monopolar
switching of the electric field. It is also consistent with the
observation of the burst and drop when the electric field is
switched off in the experiments with Rb. It is also important
to note that different dynamic behavior is likely in paraffin
with bipolar and monopolar switching. This could directly
affect the number density of binding sites created, a fact that
could explain the relative difference in the magnitude of the
effect between the Cs and Rb experiments.

However, the model as presented is based on qualitative
rather than quantitative features of the experimental observa-
tions, so further experimental and theoretical study is neces-
sary to determine if this model is a viable explanation.

Further investigation might include experiments with dif-
ferent alkali-metal atoms, other types of coatings, and possi-
bly using light-induced atomic desorption �LIAD�
�22,35–37� in conjunction with electric fields to study the
relationship between the effects. Another important question
left unanswered by the present set of experiments is the role,
if any, of the rate of change in the electric-field magnitude
and direction. The present experimental setup did not offer a
convenient method of controlling the rate of change of the
electric field dE /dt, but we hope to explore the dependence
of the burst and drop in alkali-metal density on dE /dt as part
of future work on this phenomenon.

B. Model of vapor density dynamics

In Ref. �22�, a phenomenological rate equation model de-
scribing the adsorption and desorption of alkali-metal atoms
from paraffin coatings was introduced to describe the change
in alkali-metal vapor density in paraffin-coated vapor cells
exposed to light. This relatively simple model has been use-
ful in describing LIAD dynamics in subsequent work �35,37�
and can provide a framework for understanding the underly-
ing physics of atom-coating interactions. The basic dynamics
of the electric-field-induced alkali-metal vapor density
changes observed in the present experiments can also be de-
scribed by this model, offering a glimpse at the essential
features of an explanation of the phenomenon.

Based on accumulated evidence �22�, it is known that to
describe changes in alkali-metal vapor density n�t� in paraf-
fin coated cells, alkali-metal atoms in three regions must be
considered: the stem, the volume of the cell, and the paraffin
coating. We assume that the vapor density in the stem of the
cell, ns, is constant, and that there is an exchange rate be-
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tween the stem and the volume of the cell described by a
constant  �which has units of cm3 /s�. It is known that the
paraffin coating adsorbs and desorbs alkali-metal atoms: the
flux of atoms from the coating is �dNc�t�, where Nc�t� is the
number of atoms in the coating, and the flux of atoms ad-
sorbed into the coating is given by �n�t�v̄A /4, where � is the
probability of an atom being adsorbed into the coating, v̄ is
the average velocity of the atoms, and A is the surface area of
the paraffin coating. The probability of adsorption into the
coating � is assumed to be determined by the population of
sites on the coating surface that are favorable for creating
quasimolecular bonds. The atoms in the coating are irrevers-
ibly lost at a rate of � via diffusion to the glass walls or
possibly chemical reactions with impurities in the coating.

The rate equations describing the atoms in the cell with
the electric field turned off are

V
d

dt
n�t� = − �

v̄A

4
n�t� + �ns − n�t�� + �dNc�t� ,

d

dt
Nc�t� = + �

v̄A

4
n�t� − �Nc�t� − �dNc�t� . �2�

According to Eq. �2�, the initial density in the cell n0
	n�0� is given by

n0 =
�� + �d�

��v̄A��/4 + �� + �d�
ns, �3�

and the initial number of atoms in the coating is

Nc�0� =
�v̄A

4�� + �d�
n0. �4�

Our present experiments suggest that the change in alkali-
metal vapor density may be caused by the electric field
physically restructuring the paraffin coating. Sites on the
coating surface that previously bound atoms no longer bind
the atoms, so the atoms are released causing the “burst” in
density. The restructuring causes new binding sites to appear,
leading to the subsequent “drop” in vapor density. The
greater the restructuring of the coating, the greater the alter-
ation of binding sites, leading to the dependence of the phe-
nomenon on the electric-field magnitude.

We can model these effects using the rate Eq. �2� by in-
troducing a temporary increase in both the adsorption prob-
ability � and the desorption rate �d when the electric field
magnitude or direction is changed. �Although it is entirely
possible that the change in paraffin properties is not uni-
formly distributed over the coating, one can think of � and �d
as average values for the entire coating.� We assign � and �d
a time dependence when an electric field is changed sud-
denly at time t= t0:

��t� = �0�1 + �ae−�t−t0�/�a� , �5�

�d�t� = �d0�1 + �de−�t−t0�/�d� , �6�

where �a and �d are time constants characterizing the return
of the parameters to their initial values, �a and �d are the
amplitudes of the changes in the parameters, and �0 and �d0

are their initial values in the absence of an electric field. If
the parameters � and �d did not relax back to their initial
values, the vapor density n�t� would not relax back to its
initial value n�0� as is observed in experiments. The increase
in �d causes the burst in density and the increase in � causes
the drop in density. Note that the functional form of the time
dependence �for simplicity here chosen to be exponential�
does not significantly affect the results of the model, since �a
and �d turn out to be significantly shorter than other charac-
teristic times associated with alkali-metal vapor density dy-
namics in the cells.

Figure 14 compares the data shown previously in Fig. 3 to
the results of a numerical solution of the rate Eq. �2� using
the time-dependent parameters from Eqs. �5� and �6�. Param-
eter values, where possible, are chosen to be consistent with
previous research on LIAD in paraffin-coated cells
�22,35–37�; values for parameters unique to the present re-
search ��a, �d, �a, and �d� are chosen to optimize agreement
with the data. Figure 15 shows the number of atoms in the
coating after the switching of the electric field.

A few observations can be made based on the comparison
of the rate equation model to the data. The recovery of the
alkali-metal vapor density to its equilibrium value is prima-
rily determined by the replenishing of the atoms in the cell
by the metal drop in the stem, much as is the case for LIAD
�37�, and thus the time scale of this recovery is unrelated to
the electric-field-induced modification of the paraffin coat-
ing. �This is consistent with our observation that changing
the electric-field magnitude alters the amplitudes of the burst
and drop in vapor density, but not the time scale of the burst
and drop.� As can be seen in Fig. 15, the time scale for
recovery of the number of atoms in the coating is consider-
ably longer than the time scale for recovery of the atomic
vapor density, since the coating must refill through the rela-
tively slow process of adsorption into the coating whereas
the vapor density recovers on the considerably faster time
scale set by the exchange of atoms between the cell volume
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Dots are experimental data for Cs vapor
density in paraffin-coated cell upon switching of electric field po-
larity at time t=500 s, shown previously in Fig. 3. Solid line shows
numerical solution of rate equations for n�t� with the following
parameters: �0=2�10−6, �a=100, �d0=2�10−4 s−1, �d=1000,
�a=2 s, �d=0.5 s, =0.25 cm3 /s, �=5�10−4 s−1, cell volume
V=85 cm3, coating surface area A=85 cm2. Parameters are in
rough agreement with those from Refs. �22,35� where applicable.
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and the stem. Also of note is the fact that the phenomenon
can be explained through rather brief �time constants �1 s�
modification of the coating properties: vapor density changes
persist for considerably longer periods of time because of the
slow dynamics of re-equilibration of alkali-metal atom popu-
lation in the stem, coating, and volume of the cell. �Nonethe-
less, there must also be a long-term change in the coating
properties to explain dependence of the vapor density change
on cell history as shown in Figs. 6 and 7�. Figure 15 also
indicates that although the effect is quite dramatic when ob-
served through the vapor density, it can be explained with a
relatively minor ��5%� change in the number of atoms ad-
sorbed into the coating.

Although the model is far from a complete explanation of
the phenomenon, �for example, the model is not based on a
first-principles calculation, nor does it explain the longer-
term modification of the coating properties demonstrated in

Figs. 6 and 7�, it does demonstrate that the observed phe-
nomenon can be explained using a framework consistent
with previous observations of LIAD in paraffin-coated cells
�22,35–37�.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a variety of measurements of a here-
tofore unexplored electric-field-induced change of alkali-
metal vapor density in paraffin-coated cells. Upon a change
in the magnitude or polarity of an electric field �of sufficient
magnitude, 	1.5 kV /cm� applied to a paraffin-coated cell,
vapor density rapidly and dramatically increases �the
“burst”�, then rapidly and dramatically decreases �the
“drop”�, and then slowly recovers to its initial value. The
amplitude of the burst and drop in alkali-metal vapor density
was measured as a function of electric-field magnitude, the
cell temperature, equilibrium alkali-metal vapor density, and
previous exposure to electric fields. Measurements were car-
ried out in four different cells in three different laboratories,
with qualitatively similar results.

A signature characteristic of the observed electric-field-
induced change in alkali-metal vapor density is an apparent
threshold in electric-field magnitude for the effect of between
�1.6–2.2 kV /cm which is independent of the alkali-metal
species, vapor density, and coating temperatures studied. An-
other signature feature is a change in the effect after previous
exposure of a cell to an electric field persisting for time
scales of around 1 h.

Because of their ability to preserve ground-state atomic
polarization for exceptionally long times, the principal appli-
cation of paraffin-coated cells is to precision atomic spectros-
copy in magnetometers, clocks, and tests of fundamental
symmetries. The observations reported here have particular
relevance to searches for parity- and time-reversal-violating
permanent electric dipole moments carried out with paraffin-
coated cells. We confirmed that there are no significant
changes in the relaxation properties of the coating, and no
detectable shifts of Zeeman resonance frequencies.
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